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Abstract

The amount of health data accessible on the Web is increasing and Internet has  
become a major source of health information. Many tools and search engines are  
available but  medical  information retrieval  remains  difficult  for  both the health  
professional and the patients. In this paper we describe CISMeF-patients. It is a  
sub-part  of  CISMeF,  a  structured  quality-controlled  subject  gateway.  CISMeF-
patients has been designed for the patients, their families and the general public  
who are often unfamiliar with the medical domain and the medical vocabulary. The  
resources  included  in  CISMeF-patients  are  described  using  the  Dublin  Core  
metadata format.  To index  them,  CISMeF-patients  and CISMeF share  the same  
terminology, which 'encapsulates' the MeSH thesaurus with a layer of synonyms.  
Unlike  Medline-plus  and  Medline,  sharing  the  same  terminology  allows  to  a  
CISMeF-patients  end-user  the  possibility  to  extend  his  query  to  the  CISMeF 
catalogue (e.g. for searching teaching resources or clinical guidelines).
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1. Introduction

Internet  is  a  major  source  of  health  information.  Many people  including  professionals, 
patients and general public, now search health care information on the Web. The access to 
structured  medical  information  remains  difficult  when using  directories  such  as  Yahoo 
[http://www.yahoo.com]  or  search engines  such  as  Altavista  [http://www.altavista.com]. 
Therefore many tools and applications have been developed for the healthcare professionals 
and  until  recently  databases  such  as  Medline  were  available  only  to  experts  [1].  The 
patients and the general public are also interested by health care information and now the 
importance  of  the  Internet  as  a  source  for  health  information  for  the  layperson  is 
increasingly acknowledged [2, 3] and the growth rate in lay use of Internet health sites is 
rapid [4]. The information downloaded by the patients must be of good quality and reliable 
which is not always the case on the Internet [5]. Health information consumers, such as the 
patients  and  the  general  public,  cannot  assess  themselves  of  the  good  quality  of  the 
information.  Several  studies  [6]  have  identified  other  kinds  of  problems.  In  medical 
information retrieval, there is a need of support for the health consumer: when an end-user 
is  searching  for  information,  he  is  not  always  familiar  with  the  medical  domain  and 
vocabulary. This implies a bad query formulation when he is unaware to express a request, 
syntactical mistakes when he doesn� t know the specific medical term to employ, or more 
simply some misspelling. Another problem is the readability of the information accessed. 



Nevertheless,  electronic  documents  and  web  sites  that  provide  public  access  to  health 
information exist, for example Medline-plus [7] [http://www.medlineplus.gov] and Patient-
Uk [http://www.patient.co.uk].

In  this  context  of  bad  information  retrieval,  the  objective  of  CISMeF  [8] 
[http://www.chu-rouen.fr/cismef] (Catalogue and Index of French-speaking resources) is to 
assist the health professional during the search of electronic information available on the 
Internet. The CISMeF catalogue references high quality information resources. Due to the 
important quantity of information written for the patients and the general public, the sub-
catalogue  CISMeF-patients  [9][http://www.chu-rouen.fr/patient]  has  been  designed  in 
1997. Such as CISMeF, it includes only quality-controlled health information resources and 
those that are dedicated to the general public. The objective of CISMeF-patients is a useful 
information retrieval for the non-professional, avoiding many problems such as knowing 
the very specific medical vocabulary.

2. Material and Methods

The  CISMeF  catalogue  describes  and  indexes  a  large  number  of  health  information 
resources (n=11,437). Each catalogue resource is indexed by its container using metadata 
and  by  its  contents  using  the  terms  of  the  CISMeF  terminology.  Metadata  are  data 
concerning the data. They refer to descriptive information about the Web resources [10] 
and are used to improve information retrieval [11]. In CISMeF, the Dublin Core [12](DC) 
metadata format is used. Each resource is described by eleven of the fifteen elements of DC 
and for more precision in the resource description, eight elements [8] specific to CISMeF 
were  added:  institution,  city,  province,  country,  target  public,  access  type,  cost and 
sponsorship of  the  considered  resource.  The  HIDDEL  metadata  vocabulary  (Health 
Information Disclosure Description and Evaluation Language [13]) for health information 
quality  is  used  since  November  2002.  CISMeF-patients and  CISMeF  share  the  same 
information model and terminology.

The  CISMeF  terminology  'encapsulates'  the  MeSH  thesaurus  [14].  Many  other 
health catalogues are based on the MeSH thesaurus. For example: Health On the Net-Ch 
[http://www.hon.ch],  DDRT-Se  [http://www.mic.ki.si/Diseases/],  CliniWeb-Us 
[http://www.ohsu.edu.cliniweb],  Oregon  Health  Sciences  University-Us,  Organizing 
Medical  Networked  Information� Uk  [http://omni.ac.uk]  and  Healthinsite-Au 
[http://www.healthinsite.gov.au/].  In  the  CISMeF  terminology,  in  addition  to  MeSH 
keywords (n=20,742) and qualifiers (n=83) in its 2002 version, the concepts of metaterms 
(n=60) and resource types (n=115) were added. A metaterm [8] is a medical speciality or a 
biological science, e.g. 'cardiology' or 'bacteriology� , and it is in most cases a MeSH term. 
The metaterms were introduced to cope with the relative restrictive nature of the MeSH 
terms  when  searching  'guidelines  in  cardiology�  or  'databases  in  virology�  where 
�cardiology�  and �virology�  are metaterms and �guidelines�  and � databases�  are resource 
types.  The resource types are a generalisation of the publication types of Medline. The 
keywords, qualifiers and resource types are hierarchically organised. Each metaterm has a 
semantic link with one or more keywords, qualifiers and resource types. Each term can 
have a set of synonyms and can belong to several trees. For example the term 'skin tumour' 
is associated with the metaterms �dermatology�  and �cancerology� .

CISMeF  and  CISMeF-patients are  quality-controlled  gateways  such  as  defined  by 
Koch  [15].  The  following  elements  characterise  a  typical  quality-controlled  subject 
gateway and are fulfilled in CISMeF: 

• Selection and collection development

http://www.hon.ch/
http://www.ohsu.edu.cliniweb/


• Collection management

• Intellectual creation of metadata 

• Resource description (a metadata set)

• Resource indexing (with controlled vocabulary system).

In  order  to  include  only  reliable  resources,  and  to  assess  the  quality  of  health 
information on the Internet CISMeF uses the main criteria (e.g.  source, description, 
disclosure, last update) of the Net Scoring [16]. There are 49 criteria  [http://www.chu-
rouen.fr/dsii/publi/netscoring.html] chosen by a consensus of experts. Some resources 
are not included in the catalogue, because they don't respect basic, particularly ethical 
criteria. The quality of health information is a key point to consider, specifically for the 
patients and their families. In the indexing process step, a descriptive annotation (an 
HTML or XML file, and since November 2002 an RDF file) is created by the librarians 
and  associated  to  each  selected  resource,  using  Dublin  Core  metadata  element  set, 
CISMeF  metadata  and  HIDDEL.  This  allows  the  indexing  of  a  resource  by  its 
informational container. A set of keywords, qualifiers, and resources types according to 
the CISMeF terminology allows the content indexing. 

Figure 1 �  The CISMeF terminology structure

3. Results

CISMeF-patients [9] developed since 1997, is a sub-catalogue of CISMeF [8]. It has been 
designed to help users such as the patients, their families and the general public in their 
search for information. The CISMeF model and vocabulary is not easy to understand for a 
non-professional. CISMeF-patients can be considered as a specific view on the CISMeF 
terminology. This view corresponds to the metaterm Patient, which has its own keywords' 



tree structures. To allow a simpler navigation, popularised synonyms were associated to the 
terms at each level of the model. The synonyms are terms used in the popular language 
(e.g. 'mania' is a popular synonym of 'bipolar disorder') and were determined thanks to a 
collaboration with patients�  associations. The navigation into CISMeF-patients can be done 
through an  index of  medical  specialities  (n=34).  A general  index of  all  terms  used  in 
CISMeF-patients is also available (n=343). This avoids the layperson to tape its queries. 
The tree  structures  are  visualised  in  a  simpler  way.  The  CISMeF-patients  catalogue is 
composed by information resources, dedicated to the patients and the general public and 
written by the health professionals, medical institutions and associations of patients.

For  searching for  information,  preformatted queries are  applied on Doc'CISMeF 
[17]  the  search  tool  associated  to  CISMeF.  The  preformatted  queries  are  generated 
automatically when a user clicks on a keyword link. Therefore, the user is neither obliged 
to know the MeSH keyword, nor the query language used in the Doc'CISMeF search tool. 
The corresponding query generated is the following equation:

Patient [metaterm] AND [keyword] (1)

For example, in the case of clicking on � mania�  the generated query is:

 Patient [metaterm] AND bipolar disorder [keyword] (2)

It  should  be  noted  that  it  was  difficult  to  the  CISMeF  team  to  choose  the 
preformatted  request.  The  alternative  was  between  a  general  query  with  the  metaterm 
Patient, or a more precise query limited to patients�  resources types with the following 
query: 

Patient [resource type] AND [keyword] (3) 

The patient resource types are the following ones: 

• Hot lines

• Associations of Patients

• News Group and discussion list for patients

• Patient and health consumer information

A whole of 1,357 information resources are described and indexed in the CISMeF-
patients catalogue with the metaterm  Patient. Another type of access is available via the 
�life periods� . It is similar to the � life events�  of HealthInsite. These periods are: 

• Birth

• Child 

• Adolescence

• Adult 

• Aged

By  clicking  on  the  links,  it  is  possible  to  obtain  automatically  the  related 
information resources of these periods. For example, the query generated automatically on 
Doc� CISMeF for Birth is the following one: 

New Born [Keyword] AND Patient [Resource Type] (4)



Today, CISMeF-patients is already in use by several patient association libraries. In 
the  near  future,  we  are  planning  a  two-hours  training  courses  on  CISMeF-patients to 
enhance its usability.

4. Discussion

Medline-plus [7]  developed  by  the  National  Library  of  Medicine  (NLM)  is  a  similar 
catalogue dedicated to the patients. It includes information resources concerning the most 
current  diseases.  The Health  Topics  of  Medline-plus  have  been  included after  log  and 
queries analyse on Medline. The NLM and National Institutes of Health resources are listed 
in priority. The number of health topics is larger in Medline-plus than in CISMeF-patients 
(450 vs.  190).  The major  difference between Medline-plus  and CISMeF-patients  is  the 
structure of the terminology. CISMeF-patients and CISMeF share the same terminology 
whereas  Medline-plus  and  Medline  do  not.  Another  terminology  has  been  built  for 
Medline-plus. CISMeF-patients and CISMeF share also the same search tool Doc� CISMeF. 
The benefit of sharing the same terminology and search tool, is the possibility to extend the 
patient  query  to  another  one  using  another  resource  type  than  patient.   For  example 
'clinical  guidelines�  for  evidence  based  medicine  resources,  or  'education'  for  teaching 
resources. A patient searching information about  'leukaemia'  will have access to  'patient'  
resources. She/he may change the Doc' CISMeF query into: 

leukemia [keyword] AND clinical guidelines [resource type] (5)

 leukemia [keyword] AND education material [resource type] (6)

Kogan & al. [6] have identified several problems in patient information retrieval. 
CISMeF-patients, thanks to its useful interface, faces these problems. To formulate queries, 
the  users  have  only  to  click  on  the  different  links.  The  articulation  of  the  needs  is 
facilitated. The patients cannot make mistakes or use the wrong medical terms (thanks to 
the synonyms and to a spelling correction). The resources are written for the patients, so 
they  won� t  have  any  problem to  understand the  information  contained  in  the  different 
resources and in the query results.  Finally the content of the catalogue is organised and 
indexed. We have planned to evaluate the use of CISMeF-patients in collaboration with 
French  Patients  Associations.  It  is  also  necessary  to  direct  the  users  to  information 
resources of high quality [5]. Using CISMeF and CISMeF-patients the users don� t have to 
manually filter the information and assess themselves the quality. The CISMeF librarians 
using the Net Scoring criteria [16] are doing this task in the indexing step. 

Since 1995 for CISMeF, and since 1997 for CISMeF-patients we use the Dublin 
Core metadata standard to model the information. Eysenbach[18] points out that Internet 
metadata standards such as Dublin Core and RDF will allow a � machine understandable� 
information. This will improve the � intelligent information retrieval�  and make the Web 
evolving to a global medical knowledge base and then to the � Medical Semantic Web� .
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